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Answering  
The Barefoot Question

Whether this will work for your horse or not depends on the details

A growing number of horses 
today are staying barefoot. 
Some are ridden with hoof 

boots, but many are ridden barefoot and 
can withstand the stresses we used to 
think could only be handled with shoes.

Not all horses can go barefoot, how-
ever. To know whether your horse is a 
good candidate, you need to consider 
several factors. These include weather 
and climate (moist conditions make feet 
softer while a dry climate makes them 
harder), footing issues (whether the 
horse lives on soft footing or a rocky 
pasture), use of the horse and its indi-
vidual foot strength.

Barefoot Lifestyle
To keep equine feet “natural” 

(healthy and strong while barefoot), 
environment and lifestyle must also 
be kept more natural. The barefoot life 
won’t work for a horse that lives in a 
stall or small pen, soft grassy pasture or 
wet conditions. This is especially true 
if you then ride your horse on gravel 
roads or rocky terrain. The horse will 
quickly become tender-footed or go 
lame from stone bruising. 

To be ridden without shoes, the 
horse’s feet must toughen up by living 
in the same terrain you ride in. If it’s 
in a dry climate in a big rocky pasture, 
the horse will tend to have hard, strong 
feet. If it’s in a soft, wet pasture or a wet 
climate, its hooves will be soft and wear 
away quickly if ridden on hard, rocky 
ground.

Feral horses gathered from public 
lands in the arid West can handle aver-
age riding stresses without shoes. But 
if you take them to a wetter climate, 
their feet become softer, just like any 
other horse. Conversely, you can take 
a soft-footed Eastern horse to a drier 
climate with rocky footing and its feet 
will gradually become harder.

Questions Of Use
A horse’s use will dictate whether 

or not it can go barefoot. A horse 
doing long rides in rocky terrain can’t 
withstand these stresses without shoes 
unless it lives in this environment and 
its feet are very tough. Even then, if 
ridden daily in the rocks for long dis-
tances, the feet may wear faster than 
they grow and eventually need shoes.

Some Feet Just Can’t
The final factor is hoof structure. 

Some horses have better, stronger feet 
than others, regardless of environment. 

Hoof-capsule strength and integrity is 
partly due to genetics. Proper nutrition 
can help some horses grow stronger 
feet, but others will always tend to have 
shelly, thin hoof walls and soles. They 
cannot withstand the stress of athletic 
work without shoes. Some horses with 
hoof problems need shoes even if they 
aren’t ridden — to protect the feet and 
help hold their shape and integrity.

One option if you want to keep your 
horse’s feet barefoot is to use hoof 
boots when riding. If you don’t have 
ideal conditions for your horse’s feet 
and they cannot stay tough enough for 
riding, find a hoof boot that can keep 
feet from bruising or becoming tender.

Transition Planning
If your horse has always had shoes 

and you decide to try him barefoot 
(after determining he might be a good 
candidate), you can aid this transition 

by planning ahead. It takes time to 
toughen feet after wearing shoes.

If you generally have your farrier 
pull shoes off in late fall to let your 
horse go barefoot through winter, it’s 
not difficult to transition into staying 
barefoot in spring — since the feet had 
all winter to toughen up. The hooves 
just need trimming and smoothing to 
remove any flares or long growth. Your 
farrier can do a “barefoot trim” instead 
of trimming off all the extra hoof 
growth like he or she would to prepare 
for a shoe. A barefoot horse needs some 
extra hoof wall, but your farrier will 
smooth the edges so they are less apt to 
chip and split when the horse is ridden 
on rocky ground or gravel roads.

If a horse has been shod all its life 
and you want to transition to barefoot, 
do it gradually. Don’t just take his shoes 
off and ride. That would be like you 
trying to go barefoot after wearing 
shoes all winter.

No Shoes Doesn’t  
Mean No Farrier

A big factor in whether a horse can 
handle being barefoot is whether his 
feet are short and well balanced. The 
farrier should know where the break-
over should be in the natural barefoot 
hoof, where the heels need to be for 
good support  and remove any unnatu-
ral flare in the hoof wall. Otherwise 
the feet will split and break. The horse 
must have a sound and balanced foot to 
start with, before you can expect him 
to go barefoot and keep a healthy foot.

When you first start riding the horse 
without shoes, do it gradually — with 
short rides — and don’t start out on a 
gravel road. Gradually adjust to more 
distance and abrasive footing. If you 
must do a longer ride in the rocks 
before the feet are fully toughened, use 
hoof boots for protection.  

A horse’s  
use will dictate 

whether or not it 
can go barefoot…



“It ain’t bragging if you can back it up.”
 – Muhammad Ali
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THE ULTIMATE THERAPEUTIC SOLUTION 

Max waking up from an afternoon nap and 
ready to play in his size 8 Easy’s Slippers

THE EASY’S SLIPPER® CHECKLIST
 ✔ Easiest glue-on shoe on the market to install 
 ✔ Built-in adjustable break-over and rocker 
enhance movement

 ✔ FEI and USEF approved for competition 
 ✔ Allows farriers the ability to customize 
(rasp, grind, cut, shape)

 ✔ Reduces stress on bones, ligaments and joints

 ✔ The ultimate therapeutic glue-on: provides 
relief for a variety of conditions (laminitis, 
navicular, ringbone, tendon problems, 
arthritis, thin soles, suspensory issues, 
keratoma surgeries and more)

 ✔ Sizes mini to draft 9 available in open 
bottom, heart bar and closed bottom – 
Custom available too!

EASY’S SLIPPER®

THE INNOVATIVE GLUE-ON SHOE

THE FUTURE OF HOOF 
CARE IS ALREADY HERE!

Scienti�ically proven to provide more shock absorption 
and vibration dissipation than any sample tested…
EASY’S SLIPPER® BEAT Easy Boot Glove 
and Trail by 64%, 
Cavallo Boot with 
insert by 86%, 
Renegade Glue-On 
by 169%, No Anvil 
Shoe by 125%

THE ULTIMATE RIDING, DRIVING AND COMPETITION SHOE 
Patented in the US, UK and European communities
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